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A long-standing hypothesis in ecology and evolution is that trichromatic
colour vision (the ability to distinguish red from green) in frugivorous pri-
mates has evolved as an adaptation to detect conspicuous (reddish) fruits.
This could provide a competitive advantage over dichromatic frugivores
which cannot distinguish reddish colours from a background of green foliage.
Here, we test whether the origin, distribution and diversity of trichromatic
primates is positively associated with the availability of conspicuous palm
fruits, i.e. keystone fruit resources for tropical frugivores. We combine
global data of colour vision, distribution and phylogenetic data for more
than 400 primate species with fruit colour data for more than 1700 palm
species, and reveal that species richness of trichromatic primates increases
with the proportion of palm species that have conspicuous fruits, especially
in subtropical African forests. By contrast, species richness of trichromats in
Asia and the Americas is not positively associated with conspicuous palm
fruit colours. Macroevolutionary analyses further indicate rapid and synchro-
nous radiations of trichromats and conspicuous palms on the African
mainland starting 10 Ma. These results suggest that the distribution and
diversification of African trichromatic primates is strongly linked to the rela-
tive availability of conspicuous (versus non-conspicuous) palm fruits, and
that interactions betweenprimates andpalms are related to the coevolutionary
dynamics of primate colour vision systems and palm fruit colours.
1. Introduction
The interaction between fruits and frugivores (i.e. fruit-eating and seed-dispersing
animals) is prominent in tropical rainforests [1,2]. This mutualism relies on the
intricate dependence of plants on frugivores to disperse their seeds, while frugi-
vores are rewarded with important nutrients from the fruits they feed on [2].
Both fruits and frugivores have evolved adaptive traits to facilitate their inter-
actions [2,3], and these traits may also influence co-diversification [4,5] and long-
distance seed dispersal [6]. Frugivores and fruit plants are, therefore, able to
shape each other’s traits and the composition and structure of ecological commu-
nities [7]. Primates are important seed dispersers in tropical forests, particularly for
large fruits (often larger than expected fromprimate gapewidths), and fruit eating
is facilitated by their teeth and hands [2,8]. In addition, they disperse seeds over
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long distances and in multiple habitats owing to their
relatively large home ranges [9]. The ‘frugivory hypothesis’
[10] states that primate colour vision systems coevolved with
the morphological design of fruits (e.g. colour). Although this
hypothesis has been tested experimentally for a few species
and in specific study systems (e.g. [11]), it remains largely
untested at broad macroecological and macroevolutionary
scales.

Trichromatic colour vision is the ability to distinguish red
from green colours. Fruits with bright colours such as yellow,
orange and red are thought to appear ‘conspicuous’ to trichro-
matic primates, especially when foraging against a background
of green foliage [11–13]. Trichromatic vision could thus provide
a competitive advantage over frugivores that cannot distinguish
reddish colours from green (e.g. ‘dichromatic’ primates).
Among placental mammals, trichromatic vision is unique in
primates (includinghumans). Interestingly, primates showvari-
ations in trichromatic colour vision systems. Some species have
‘polymorphic’ colour vision (primarily platyrrhine monkeys),
in which part of the population is dichromatic and part is tri-
chromatic, whereas other species are ‘routine trichromatic’
(primarily African and Asian monkeys and apes) in which all
individuals have trichromatic vision [14]. This variation may
in part explain why the ecological factors that have driven the
evolution of colour vision systems in primates remain debated
[12,13]. In addition, besides fruit detection, trichromacy has
been suggested to be an adaptation to detect predators [15]
and young leaves [16].

It is posited that if ‘frugivory’ has been the selective pressure
for the evolutionof trichromacy, thenpredominantlyday-active,
frugivorous primates should benefit from trichromatic vision
[2,12]. Similarly, the advantage of trichromatic vision may
then be enhanced in places and during periods of fruit scarcity
when competition is high [16,17]. During times of fruit scarcity,
‘keystone’ plant resources, which have large crop sizes and an
asynchronous fruiting pattern throughout the year, such as
fruits of palms (Arecaceae) or figs (Ficus, Moraceae), are the pri-
mary food source for many frugivores (including primates)
[2,18,19]. Nevertheless, it remains unclear whether conspicuous
fruits and trichromatic vision have evolved contemporaneously,
and to what extent co-diversification between keystone plant
species with conspicuous fruits and trichromatic primates
has influenced their broad-scale distribution and diversity
(but see [16]).

Here, we integratemacroecological andmacroevolutionary
approaches to test the hypothesis that the origin, distribution
and diversity of trichromatic vision in primates is positively
associated with the availability of conspicuous fruits of
palms (Arecaceae). Palms are keystone resources for frugivores
and nearly all species are animal dispersed (mainly by birds,
primates, bats and other mammals) [20]. Furthermore, there
are numerous examples of palm–primate seed dispersal inter-
actions [21–26]. First, we predict that assemblages dominated
by palm species with conspicuous fruits also show the highest
trichromatic and/or polymorphic primate species richness,
both globally (P1) and in major biogeographic realms (P2),
even when accounting for other confounding factors such as
climate and forest height [27,28]. We also predict (P3) that
the effect of conspicuous palm fruits on trichromatic and/or
polymorphic richness peaks in regions with subtropical, seaso-
nal climates, where food is likely to be a limiting factor and
competition for resources high, but fruits are still an important
food resource in the diet (e.g. as compared to primates in arid
regions [29,30]). Finally (P4), we predict that evolutionary
radiations of trichromatic and/or polymorphic primates
and palms with conspicuous fruits are synchronized, with
rapid diversity increases occurring in parallel [4,31]. If true,
this would provide macroevolutionary evidence for co-
diversification of both interaction partners (sensu the
‘primate/angiosperm coevolution theory’ [32]).
2. Results
(a) Global relationship between palm fruit colour and

trichromatic primate species richness
To test whether palm assemblages dominated by species with
conspicuous fruits are particularly diverse in trichromatic
and/or polymorphic primates (P1), we quantified species rich-
ness of primates with these colour vision systems and the
proportion of palms with conspicuous fruits within botanical
countries worldwide (figure 1; see summary statistics in the
electronic supplementary material, table S1). Globally, routine
trichromatic primate richness is highest in countries with
a high proportion of palm species that have conspicuous
fruits (mainly African countries, with more than 67% of palm
floras being dominated by palm species with conspicuous
fruits, e.g. in Congo-Brazzaville, Ivory Coast, Equatorial
Guinea and Liberia), whereas polymorphic vision dominates
in the Americas where palm floras are predominantly non-
conspicuous (e.g. 66% of palm floras inCosta Rica and southern
Brazil are dominated by palms with non-conspicuous fruits,
90% in Guatemala) (figure 1). Using structural equation
models (SEMs), we further tested whether (geographical) tri-
chromatic and/or polymorphic primate richness is positively
associated with the proportion of palm species that have con-
spicuous fruits, correcting for the direct and indirect effects of
climatic variables, forest canopy height and area (see the elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S1 for the base model).
An SEM at the global scale supported P1 by showing a strong
positive effect of the proportion of conspicuous palm fruits on
day-active, frugivorous routine trichromat richness (std. coeff.
= 0.554; figure 2b) and significant but weaker effects on poly-
morphic richness (std. coeff. = 0.171; figure 2a). In addition,
the global SEM indicated that larger areas and less seasonal
climates in temperature (but not precipitation) have higher tri-
chromatic and/or polymorphic richness (figure 2a,b; electronic
supplementarymaterial, figure S2). Importantly, when compar-
ing the observed effect of the proportion of conspicuous palm
fruits on trichromatic and/or polymorphic richness to 1000
simulated effects (in which we randomly distributed primate
species across botanical countries), only the effect on routine tri-
chromatic primates remained significant (i.e. outside the 95%
quantile of simulated effects). By contrast, the effect on poly-
morphic richness did not deviate from a random expectation
(electronic supplementary material, figure S3). Analyses focus-
ing on all primates versus only day-active, frugivorous species
providedqualitatively similar results (electronic supplementary
material, figures S2 and S3).

We performed additional sensitivity analyses to assess
whether the positive association between trichromacy and con-
spicuous palm fruits could result from confounding
correlations between palm fruits and other variables [15,16].
Indeed, when implementing a similar SEM with non-
frugivorous trichromatic and/orpolymorphic primate richness
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Figure 1. Global variation in trichromatic colour vision of primates and conspicuous fruit colours of palms. Maps depict the global distribution and variation of:
(a) polymorphic primates, (b) routine trichromatic primates, and (c) the proportion of palms with conspicuous (i.e. yellow, red or orange) fruit colours ( from a total
including all palm species with primate fruits, i.e. brown, green, orange, yellow, red and purple fruits). Values are quantified at the spatial resolution of botanical
countries. Grey colours indicate countries where no primate and palm species occur. (Online version in colour.)
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as the response variable, conspicuous palm fruits failed to
explain anyof the variation (electronic supplementarymaterial,
table S2). Similarly, the proportion of conspicuous palm fruits
did not explain dichromatic primate richness (electronic sup-
plementary material, table S2). Last, results were robust with
respect to continental differences in total routine trichromat
richness (Americas n=14, Africa n=62, Asia n=82), but not
with respect to polymorphic richness (Americas n=113,
Africa n=14, Asia n=0) (electronic supplementary material,
table S2).
(b) Biogeographic differences in the relationship
between palm fruit colour and trichromatic
primate species richness

We applied SEMs separately for three biogeographic realms
(Africa, Americas and Asia) to evaluate biogeographic differ-
ences in the effect of the proportion of conspicuous palm fruits
on trichromatic and/or polymorphic richness (P2). Consistent
with the global result, we detected a positive relationship in
Africa, both when focusing on routine trichromatic primates
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only (std. coeff. = 0.289, excludingMadagascarwhere no trichro-
matic primates occur) or on polymorphic/trichromatic primates
combined (std. coeff. = 0.178, including Madagascar), but only
when restricting the dataset to only include day-active frugi-
vorous primates (electronic supplementary material, figure S4).
By contrast, in theAmericas andAsia (electronic supplementary
material, figures S5 and S6) no statistically significant relation-
ship between primate richness and proportion of conspicuous
palm fruits was found, with the exception of a negative effect
of conspicuous palm fruits on routine trichromatic primates
(i.e. howler monkeys) in the Americas (std. coeff. =−0.577).
Hence, only the African assemblages resembled the global
signal of palm fruit colour on trichromatic primate richness.

An in-depth analysis across mainland Africa (where poly-
morphic primates are absent) using palm distribution data at
a finer spatial resolution (i.e. with grid cells of 110× 110 km)
also showed a positive effect of conspicuous palm fruits on tri-
chromat richness (std. coeff. = 0.193, electronic supplementary
material, figure S7) and the strength of this effect increased
when only including day-active, frugivorous primates (std.
coeff. = 0.315; figure 2c). This analysis also revealed positive
but weaker effects of forest height, temperature and precipi-
tation, and negative effects of temperature seasonality and
precipitation seasonality on trichromat richness (figure 2c; elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S7). These results were
robust with respect to randomisations of primate occurrences
(electronic supplementary material, figure S8), and indicate
that the highest richness of trichromatic primates in mainland
Africa is found in warm and wet areas with low seasonality,
and in places with tall forest canopies as well as high
proportions of conspicuous palm fruits.

Repeating the African (grid-based) SEM analyses by also
including all 68 African fig species (Ficus, Moraceae)—another
important keystone plant resource for primates [33]—showed
that the effect of conspicuous fruits on day-active, frugivorous
trichromat richness was still significant but weaker than
for palms only (std. coeff. = 0.150; electronic supplementary
material, table S2). A weaker relationship was also apparent
when correcting for spatial autocorrelation (see Supplementary
methods in the electronic supplementary material). Consistent
with the main result, we also detected a positive effect of
species richness of palms with conspicuous fruits (rather than
using the proportion of conspicuous fruits) on African trichro-
mat richness (std. coeff. = 0.275; electronic supplementary
material, table S2), whereas the effect of species richness of
palms with non-conspicuous fruits on trichromat richness
was not supported (as expected; electronic supplementary
material, table S2).
(c) The strongest effect of conspicuous palm fruits on
routine trichromatic primate species richness is in
the subtropics

To test whether the effect of conspicuous palm fruits on trichro-
mat richness peaks in regions with subtropical climates (P3),
we repeated the African (grid-based) SEM analysis by
progressively removing grid cells based on the minimum
number of palm species present. Consistent with the expec-
tation, we found that the standardized coefficients of the
proportion of conspicuous palm fruits on day-active, frugivor-
ous trichromat richness (obtained from SEMs) initially
increased along a gradient from areas with low food plant
diversity to areas with high diversity (i.e. from arid to subtro-
pical regions). Towards the most species-rich places (i.e.
tropical rainforests where the species richness of conspicuous
palms is also high), the standardized coefficients again
decreased, following a hump-shaped relationship (figure 3;
see the electronic supplementary material, figure S9 when
also including figs and when focusing on all primates instead
of day-active frugivores only). This result suggests that the
strongest effect of conspicuous palm fruits on trichromat rich-
ness is found in regions with low-to-intermediate levels of
palm food plant species richness, i.e. in arid-subtropical tran-
sition zones where competition for fruits may be high (see
the electronic supplementarymaterial, figure S10 for the spatial
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Figure 3. The importance of the proportion of conspicuous palm fruits on day-
active, frugivorous, trichromatic primate species richness along a gradient from
arid to humid tropical climates in mainland Africa. Standardized coefficients
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peaks in arid-subtropical transition zones with low-to-intermediate levels of
palm food plant species richness. (Online version in colour.)
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delimitation of regions and climate zones based on palm food
plant species richness).
(d) Synchronized evolutionary radiations of routine
trichromats and palms with conspicuous fruits in
mainland Africa

To evaluate whether evolutionary radiations of polymorphic
and/or routine trichromatic primates and palms with conspic-
uous fruits are synchronized (P4), we implemented ancestral
state reconstructions and assessed diversity increases in
polymorphic and trichromatic primates and palms with con-
spicuous fruits. Although polymorphic vision evolved
contemporaneously with conspicuous palm fruits at a global
scale ca 30–40 Ma, the evolution of routine trichromatic
vision happened later, ca 20–30 Ma (electronic supplementary
material, figure S11). Nevertheless, routine trichromats
showed rapid diversity increases from 10 Ma onwards at a
global scale (figure 4a) as well as within Africa (figure 4e)
and Asia (figure 4g), and in parallel with palms that have
either conspicuous or non-conspicuous fruits (figures 4b,d,f,h).
Notably, African palms with conspicuous fruits (e.g. in genera
Eremospatha, Laccosperma) increased in diversity slightly more
rapidly than those with non-conspicuous fruits from 10 Ma
onwards (figure 4f ), with a similar stronger diversity increase
of mainland African trichromats compared to primates with
no trichromatic colour vision (figure 4e, but see the electronic
supplementary material, figure S12 when including the rapid
radiation of dichromatic lemurs on Madagascar). Similar to
palms, African figs with conspicuous fruits (as compared to
thosewith non-conspicuous fruits) also showed rapid diversity
increases from 10 Ma onwards (electronic supplementary
material, figure S13). Faster diversification of primates with tri-
chromatic colour vision (compared to polymorphic or
monochromatic/dichromatic primates) and of palmswith con-
spicuous fruits (compared to palms with non-conspicuous
fruits) was also supported by an additional analysis using a
multiple state speciation and extinction (MuSSE) model (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S14). These results
support the prediction (P4) that rapid diversity increases of
trichromats have occurred in parallel with palms, but only
on the African mainland. This contrasts with routine trichro-
mats in the Americas which maintained a relatively low
diversity through time, whereas polymorphic primates in the
Americas showed rapid diversity increases from 10 Ma
onwards (figure 4c).
3. Discussion
(a) The macroecological drivers of routine trichromatic

primate richness
Our results show that at a global scale, the geographical
distribution of trichromatic primates is associated with the
availability of conspicuous relative to non-conspicuous palm
fruits (figures 1 and 2). However, when including polymorphic
primates, our results do not deviate from a neutral expectation
in which primates are randomly distributed across regions.
This may be explained by the fact that colour vision systems
evolved only few times independently within primates (prob-
ably less than seven times, electronic supplementary material,
figure S11), and colour vision is thus geographically (figure 1)
and phylogenetically (electronic supplementary material,
figure S11) constrained. Our results are, therefore, consistent
with the frugivory hypothesis [10] for routine trichromacy,
especially in Africa (figure 2; electronic supplementary
material, figures S7 and S8), but the ecological determinants
of polymorphic vision remain questionable.

The positive relationship between the species richness of tri-
chromats and the distribution of palm fruits with conspicuous
colours is consistent with field studies which demonstrate
that fruit colours are related to the colour vision of local seed
disperser communities. For instance, studies that compare
fleshy fruits from mainland Africa (where trichromatic day-
active primates occur) with those from Madagascar (where
lemurs are primarily night-active and red–green colour-blind)
suggest that fruit colours of plant communities in mainland
Africa are more conspicuous than those in Madagascar [7,34].
Detailed dietary studies of some trichromatic frugivorous pri-
mates in Africa such as the Tana River Mangabey (Cercocebus
galeritus) provide further evidence that conspicuous palm
fruits alone can make up to 20% of their total diet [23].

(b) Trichromacy and palm fruit colours: an African
phenomenon

Interestingly, the macroecological relationship between poly-
morphic and/or trichromat richness and conspicuous fruits
was not evident in the Americas and Asia. Indeed, most pri-
mates in the Americas have polymorphic colour vision and
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prefer palm fruits with non-conspicuous colours (e.g. titi mon-
keys in the genera Callicebus, Plecturocebus or Cheracebus)
[16,21,22]. Furthermore, all routine trichromats in the Americas
(howler monkeys) are predominantly folivorous [35] and have
digestive tracts adapted to fermenting leaves [36]. By contrast,
many trichromatic primates in Asia (e.g. macaques) feeding on
palms have an overall highly frugivorous diet [35], but the col-
ours of palm fruits that they feed on (e.g. species in genera
Caryota and Calamus) are both non-conspicuous and conspicu-
ous [25]. This flexibility could at least partly explain why the
relationship between trichromat richness and proportion of
conspicuous palm fruits inAsiawas not statistically significant.
Selective agents other than primates, such as birds and bats,
may also act on fruit colours [13,37], especially in the Americas
and Asia where birds may be more important seed dispersers
than primates, relative to Africa which is comparably poor in
frugivorous birds [38]. This provides an alternative explanation
for the absence of a relationship between conspicuous fruits
and trichromacy outside Africa.

Trichromatic colour vision in Africa has also been hypoth-
esized to be adaptive to detecting young, reddish leaves [16].
Dominy et al. [16] argued that increased seasonality after the
onset of the Oligocene–Miocene led to an overall reduction in
keystone plant species, including palms [39,40], and an
increase in periods of fruit scarcity. A fallback diet of young,
reddish leaves may thus have been the selective pressure for
the evolution of routine trichromatic vision (from a poly-
morphic ancestor, electronic supplementary material, figure
S11) in these catarrhine primates. To test this competing
hypothesis, we could use a similar SEM approach as done
here for palm fruit colours, but then with detailed spatial and
phylogenetic data of leaf coloration. These data are currently
unavailable. However, results from our sensitivity analyses
suggest that trichromacy is not simply correlated to conspicu-
ous palm fruits owing to confounding correlations between
fruits and other variables, such as reddish leaves (electronic
supplementary material, table S2).

(c) Palm fruit colour effects on trichromats in arid and
subtropical African forests

Interestingly, even though total species richness of African
palms and primates is highest in tropical regions, we found
the strongest effect of conspicuous palm fruits on trichromat
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richness in transition zones between arid and subtropical
(African) forests (figure 3; electronic supplementary material,
figure S10). These forests are home to several small-ranged
primate species (e.g. Chlorocebus djamdjamensis and Cercocebus
sanjei) which favour fruits especially in ‘stressful’ (e.g. frag-
mented or disturbed) areas [30] where competition for food
is high and trichromacy may thus provide a competitive
advantage. In line with this, chimpanzees, guenons and man-
gabeys rely heavily on the (conspicuous) fruits of the oil palm
(Elaeis guineensis) and the date palm (Phoenix reclinata) during
the dry seasons in Gabon and Kenya, respectively, as these
palm species fruit asynchronously, i.e. with a few fruits
ripening at a given time but over long periods [24,26].
Proc.R.Soc.B
287:20192731
(d) A co-diversification scenario between primates and
palms in Africa

The ‘stressful’ changes in the ecological settings on the African
continent linked to cooling and drying in the Miocene [41,42],
may also have increased primate competition for, and depen-
dence on, keystone fruits. Consequently, trichromatic colour
vision may have provided a competitive advantage to increase
(ripe) fruit detection and intake, thus further increasing selec-
tion pressures on conspicuous palm fruit colours. This may
have influenced interspecific trait divergence and primate/
plant co-diversification, as facultative mutualism may lead
to strong selection on coevolving traits and consequently
increase diversification rates [4,5,32]. Such a scenario would
be consistent with the rapid accumulation of diversities
through time in both frugivores (e.g. trichromats) and food
plants (e.g. conspicuous palms and figs) (figure 4; electronic
supplementary material, figure S13). Indeed, although diffuse
coevolution between primates and angiosperms may date
back to the Early Cenozoic (ca 66 Ma) [32], our results suggest
that, at least in Africa, mutualism-dependent diversification
between frugivorous trichromatic primates and conspicuous
palms may have happened from ca 10 Ma onwards (Middle
to Late Miocene) (figure 4). This contrasts with folivorous
primates which did not diversify faster or slower than non-foli-
vorous primates in Africa from ca 10Ma onwards (electronic
supplementary material, figure S15). Furthermore, our results
suggest that trichromats have also influenced the radiation of
conspicuous (versus non-conspicuous) palms. The absence of
a relationship between the diversification of palms and poly-
morphic primates suggests that polymorphs may not shape
fruit colours in the same way as trichromats do, and fruit
traits other than colour (e.g. husk thickness, fruit size, fruit
odour, nutritional content and the presence of juicy soft pulp)
may play a more important role in the selection of fruits by
polymorphs.

A co-diversification scenario can be circumstantial and we
cannot exclude the possibility that the radiation of African
catarrhine primates was related to other (derived) catarrhine
traits, such as their enlarged brains and complex social
structures [43]. Hence, routine trichromacy could also have
evolved in concordance with such other traits. Furthermore,
Miocene climate change and Pleistocene glacial-interglacial
fluctuations may have facilitated diversification through frag-
mentation, regardless of the ecological interactions between
species. Co-phylogenetic methods could be used to test for
true co-diversification of primates and food plants [44], but
these methods require detailed interaction data between all
species in both phylogenetic trees, which is currently not
available for primates and their food plants.
4. Conclusion
Our study provides novel evidence that the geographical distri-
bution and diversity of primates with trichromatic colour
vision in Africa is associated with the broad-scale distribution
of conspicuous fruits of palms. The macroecological and
macroevolutionary analyses performed in this study do not
prove causality, and additional evidence is needed to show
that these co-occurrence patterns of palm fruit colours and pri-
mate species richness are related to actual seed dispersal
interactions and therefore reflect ecological impact. Currently,
many trichromatic primates are threatened with extinction
[45] owing to rapid environmental degradation and global
change. This may have cascading effects on their seed dispersal
services, especially when fruit detection relies on the visual
capabilities of local seed disperser communities. The conserva-
tion of plant–animal interactions, fruit colour diversity and
consumer colour vision systems is thus essential for the
maintenance of tropical biodiversity.
5. Material and methods
(a) Primate data
From a total of 411 primates (following the International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) species classification), 158 pri-
mates (38% of total) have routine trichromatic colour vision (i.e.
both males and females have trichromatic colour vision) and 126
primates (31% of total) have polymorphic vision (i.e. part of the
population is dichromatic and part is trichromatic). Knowledge
on trichromatic colour vision and activity status (day-active/
night-active/crepuscular) was derived from the literature (elec-
tronic supplementary material, Appendix S1). Frugivores were
defined as species having fruits as at least some part of their diet
(using rank 1–3 of the ‘Fruit’ category from the MammalDIET
dataset [46]). For more details on data collection see Supplemen-
tary methods in the electronic supplementary material. All trait
data and references are available from the electronic supplemen-
tary material, Appendix S1 and the Dryad Digital Repository:
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6hdr7sqwn [47].

To quantify the global distribution of trichromatic and poly-
morphic primate species richness, we used primate distribution
data (geographical range maps) from the IUCN Global Mammal
Assessment [45]. These maps were intersected with a polygon
file of ‘botanical countries’, i.e. standardized sampling units as
defined by the International Working Group on Taxonomic Data-
bases for Plant Sciences (TDWG) [48] for which palm distribution
data are available (see below). For theAfrican analysis, we also cre-
ated a second dataset with a finer spatial resolution by intersecting
the primate range maps with an equal-area grid of 110× 110 km.
Trichromatic and/or polymorphic species richness was derived
as the sum of all those species being present in each botanical
country (global dataset) or each 110× 110 kmgrid cell (Africa data-
set). To obtain a phylogeny for extant primates, we pruned the
mammal phylogenetic tree from [49] to include our taxa of interest
(n=385 primate species, i.e. 26 primate species were missing from
the phylogeny).

(b) Palm data
From a total of 2557 palm species (following theWorld Checklist of
palms [50]), ripe fruit colour data were assembled for 1749 species
(ca 70% of total). Following [16], we classified orange, red, yellow

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6hdr7sqwn
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6hdr7sqwn
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and pink fruits as ‘conspicuous’ (i.e. light reflectance spectra of
fruits and leaves differ [12]), and brown, black, green, blue,
cream, grey, ivory, straw-coloured, white and purple fruits as
‘non-conspicuous’. We confirmed the classification of conspicuous
palm fruits based on human vision by measuring fruit reflectance
spectra from 54 fresh palm fruits belonging to 18 species (for details
see Supplementary methods, table S3 and figure S16 in the
electronic supplementary material). As primates mostly feed on
brown, green, orange, yellow, red andpurple fruits [2], we excluded
palm fruits that did not have these colours in their description
from the analyses (n=1444 palm species remained). For more
details on data collection see Supplementary methods in the
electronic supplementary material. All trait data, criteria and refer-
ences are available from the electronic supplementary material,
Appendix S2 and [47].

At the global scale,we summeduppalmpresence–absencedata
(only including species with brown, green, orange, yellow, red and
purple fruits) at the spatial resolution of botanical countries, and
quantified species richnessofpalmswith conspicuous andnon-con-
spicuous fruits (electronic supplementary material, figure S17). For
the African analysis, we used palm species distribution maps and
intersected them with an equal-area grid of 110×110 km cell size.
We calculated the proportion of palms with conspicuous fruit col-
ours in each grid cell by dividing the total number of conspicuous
palm species by the sum of all non-conspicuous and conspicuous
palm species. Palm distribution maps were based on species distri-
butionmodelsusing5500occurrence records representing62 (out of
65) African palm species (for details, see [40]). For the palm phylo-
geny, we used the maximum clade credibility phylogenetic tree
from [5] (n=1742 palm species, i.e. seven palm species with trait
data were missing from the phylogeny).

(c) Environmental data
In addition to palm fruit colour, environmental factors may also
influence the distribution and diversity of (trichromatic) primates
[27,28]. We, therefore, included several environmental variables
in our statistical analyses. We selected four climatic variables
from the WorldClim database that were not strongly correlated
(Spearman’s rank r<0.7) and which represent climatic factors
that are important for the growth and survival (and thus species
richness) of plants and animals. These variables were annual
mean temperature (°C*10), annual precipitation (mm), tempera-
ture seasonality (standard deviation °C*10) and precipitation
seasonality (coefficient of variation in millimetres). Additionally,
as a proxy for forest height and vertical forest structure [28] we
used remotely sensed canopy height data available globally at
500 m resolution [51]. For all environmental variables, we calcu-
lated average values per botanical country (global analysis) or
110 × 110 km grid cell (Africa analysis). Furthermore, the area
of each botanical country (calculated in ESRI ARCGIS with a
Cylindrical Equal Area projection) was included in the global
analysis as a covariate because TDWG units are unequal in
size and larger areas generally support higher species richness.
The area was not necessary for the African analysis because all
grid cells were of equal area.

(d) Structural equation modelling
WeusedSEMsto testwhether spatial variation in trichromatic and/
or polymorphic species richness is positively related to the pro-
portion of palm species with conspicuous fruit colours (P1, P2).
We included climatic variables, canopy height, area and the pro-
portion of conspicuous palm fruits in the models and normalized
all variables between 0 and 1. We used a sqrt-transformation to
obtain normality in trichromat and/or polymorphic richness and
a log-transformation for area. Only botanical countries with more
than zero trichromats and/or polymorphs and more than two
palm species were included in the analyses to avoid erroneous
estimates of the proportion of conspicuous palms (resulting in 93
botanical countries globally).

We started our modelling process with an a priori SEM that
included all hypothesized pathways among all predictor variables
(electronic supplementary material, figure S1) and evaluated the
model’s modification indices, model fits and residual correlations
[52]. To ensure an adequate fit of SEMs,wemade sure that p-values
of χ2-tests > 0.05, comparative fit index (CFI) > 0.90 and confidence
intervals of the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA)
< 0.05 [52]. We progressively deleted paths with the least statistical
significance from the SEM until our final SEM only consisted
of significant pathways (at p<0.05), for which we extracted the
standardized coefficients. Themodel residuals were tested for nor-
mality and equal variances, and we checked for extreme outliers
that could affect the results.

We repeated the global SEM procedure separately for the three
biogeographic realms (Africa, Americas and Asia). For Africa we
also repeated the SEMprocedure using the grid cell dataset, thereby
increasing the sample size (n=794 grid cells) and the spatial resol-
ution (110×110 km) of the dataset. Furthermore, all SEMs were
performed for trichromatic, polymorphic and trichromatic/poly-
morphic primates combined. In addition, we repeated the SEMs
including only day-active, frugivorous primates because we
expected those to be more strongly associated with the (relative)
availability of conspicuous palm fruits. For a complete overview
of all analyses and results, see the electronic supplementary
material, table S4.

Last, we repeated the African SEM analysis by progressively
removing grid cells from the analysis based on the minimum
number of palm food plant species, to test whether the effect of
conspicuous palm fruits on trichromat richness derived from
SEM peaks in regions with subtropical climates (P3). By including
grid cells with a minimum of 2 to a minimum of 16 palm species
(i.e. a total of 15 SEMs), we illustrate the progressive spatial delimi-
tation of subtropical regions, eventually only including the most
species-rich places (e.g. tropical rainforests with greater than 10
palm species per grid cell) (electronic supplementary material,
figure S10). We examined the standardized coefficients of conspic-
uous palm fruits on trichromat richness in these SEMs. The SEMs
were calculated using the R package ‘lavaan’ [53]. For more details
on the approach, see Supplementary methods in the electronic
supplementary material.
(e) Simulations and sensitivity analyses
To evaluate whether an association between colour vision and
palm fruit colour could result from confounding correlations, we
performed simulations and six sensitivity analyses. For the simu-
lations, we randomly reshuffled primate species and their colour
vision across botanical countries, keeping the total species richness
per botanical country constant, and then repeated the SEMs and
extracted the standardized coefficients of the proportion of conspic-
uous palm fruits on primate richness. We repeated this 1000 times.
We compared whether our observed effect was higher than 95% of
the simulated effects, which would support the idea that the distri-
bution of primate colour vision deviates from a random
expectation. We also repeated these simulations for the African
grid-based analysis. For the sensitivity analyses, we repeated the
SEMs but (i) used the diversity of non-frugivorous trichromats or
(ii) dichromat species richness as the response variable; (iii) cor-
rected for total trichromatic/polymorphic richness differences
between biogeographic realms (Americas n=14/113, Africa n=
62/14, Asia n=82/0); (iv) followed a more conservative classifi-
cation of frugivory [35]; (v) used conspicuous or non-conspicuous
palm fruit species richness (instead of the proportion) to explain
primate richness; and (vi) evaluated if results were consistent
with another keystone food plant clade, namely figs (Ficus, Mora-
ceae) [33]. We show that our results are robust with respect to
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type I error rates (rejecting a false null hypothesis), species richness
differences between continents, the classification of diet, using the
proportion rather than the absolute richness of palms that have con-
spicuous fruits (but only in mainland Africa), and including figs.
For more details on the sensitivity analyses see Supplementary
methods and table S2 in the electronic supplementary material.

( f ) Spatial autocorrelation
Spatial autocorrelation can affect results from non-spatial analyses
[54].We, therefore, additionally fitted simultaneous autoregressive
(SAR) models, which allow us to account for spatial autocorrela-
tion in model residuals [54]. We first fitted non-spatial, ordinary
least-squares (OLS) regression models with the same set of predic-
tor variables on trichromatic and/or polymorphic richness as in
the SEMs, and then fitted similar SARmodels (for details see Sup-
plementary methods in the electronic supplementary material).
Because standardized coefficients of the SAR models were similar
to those of the OLS models and SEMs, we only present the
standardized coefficients from the SEMs in the main text.

(g) Ancestral colour vision and palm fruit colour
reconstructions

To assess whether evolutionary radiations of trichromatic and/or
polymorphic primates and palms with conspicuous fruits are syn-
chronized (P4), we visualized the evolution of trichromatic and
polymorphic colour vision and conspicuous palm fruits on the
primate and palm phylogenetic trees, respectively (electronic
supplementary material, figure S11). We used the marginal prob-
abilities of ancestral nodes reconstructed as trichromatic or
polymorphic colour vision (inprimates) orconspicuous fruit colours
(in palms) to estimate the lineage diversity present with those traits
at the time of occurrence of those particular nodes (for more details,
see [55]). To assess whether the global pattern is consistent across
biogeographic realms, we repeated these analyses separately for
the Americas, Africa and Asia. Analyses were performed using
the ‘make.simmap’ and ‘estDiversity’ functions in the ‘phytools’ R
package [56]. For more details, see Supplementary methods in the
electronic supplementary material.

Data accessibility. Functional trait data of primates, palms and figs are
available from Appendix S1, Appendix S2 and Dryad Digital Reposi-
tory: https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.6hdr7sqwn [47]. Geographical
data of botanical countries with trichromatic and polymorphic pri-
mate species richness, mean climate variables and proportions of
conspicuous/non-conspicuous palm fruits are available at [47].
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